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Abstract 
We provide a simple demonstration that the n x n x n tree of meshes graph truncated 
to 1 levels can be embedded in a three-dimensional (3D) grid usin 
P 
volume 0(n31312). 
The maximum wire length in the embedding of the graph is O(nl’ ‘). This embedding 
simplifies the method developed by Leighton and Rosenberg [6] for the 3D embeddings 
of general graphs and allows the framework of Bhatt and Leighton [l] for 2D graph 
layout to be extended to 3D. It also leads to good 3D layouts for various fat-tree routing 
networks [8, 21 and the 3D meshes of trees graph [5]. 
1 Introduction 
The problem in VLSI graph layout is to embed a bounded-degree graph in a two-dimensional 
(2D) grid by mapping vertices of the graph to gridpoints and edges of the graph to edge- 
disjoint paths in the grid. Divide-and-conquer algorithms for VLSI graph layout were given 
by Leiserson [7] and Valiant [lo]. The 2D tree of meshes graph (see Figure l), introduced 
by Leighton [3, 41, was used by Bhatt and Leighton [l] to develop a more comprehensive 
framework for graph layout. Bhatt and Leighton’s upper bounds on area and wire length 
for embedding graphs into a grid are derived in two steps. The first step is to show that any 
bounded-degree graph can be embedded in an appropriate subgraph of a tree of meshes. 
The second step is to obtain an efficient layout for the tree of meshes. 
Upper bounds for three-dimensional (3D) graph layout were derived by Leighton and 
Rosenberg [6]. Th eir bounds were derived using somewhat complicated constructions. In 
this paper, we obtain their bounds in a simpler fashion by extending Bhatt and Leighton’s 
2D approach to 3D. The key is a compact layout for the 3D tree of meshes. 
A 4 x 4 tree of meshes is illustrated in Figure 1 in the H-tree layout style. The 3D tree 
of meshes graph is analogous. It is formed by replacing each node of a complete binary tree 
by a 3D mesh and each edge by several edges which connect a face of a mesh at one level of 
the tree to a face of a mesh at the next level. In the n x n x n tree of meshes, the root of 
the tree is replaced by an n x n x n mesh, and nodes at succeeding levels are replaced by 
meshes of size n x n x 4, then n x : x t, then s x t x t, and so forth until the leaves are 
replaced by 1 x 1 x 1 meshes. We use the notation Tz,,, for the n x n 2D tree of meshes and 
T3,” for the corresponding 3D graph. 
For some of the graph layout upper bounds baaed on the tree of meshes, it is necessary 
to consider only the upper levels of the tree of meshes. We will refer to the subgraph of 
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Figure 1: The 4 x 4 tree of meshes Tz,4 in the H-tree layout style. Each node is labeled with 
its level in the underlying tree. The “mesh” connections are shown with thick lines, and the 
“tree” connections are shown with thin lines. 
the n x n x n tree of meshes consisting of levels 0, 1, . . . , I, where I < f lgn, as the (3D) 
truncated tree of meshes Ti$. The corresponding graph in 2D (with 1 5 2 lgn) will be 
denoted by T.$,. 
The area of the 2D tree of meshes can be found by writing a straightforward recurrence 
for the side length of the H-tree layout. If we let S(n) be the side length of the n x n tree 
of meshes, we have S( 1) = 1, and 
S(n) 5 2S(n/2) + O(n) , 
which gives S(n) = O(n lgn) and an area of O(n2 lg2 n). (The matching lower bound is 
obtained by Leighton [3, 41; our paper concentrates on the upper bounds.) Similarly, if we 
restrict attention to the truncated tree of meshes, Z$‘i, we obtain area 0(n2Z2) 
For the 3D tree of meshes, the straightforward recurrence does not suffice to obtain the 
best bound. If we let S(n) be the side length for the 3D H-tree style layout of the n x n x n 
tree of meshes, we obtain the same O(n lg n) result for the side length S(n) as in the 2D case 
above. Cubing the side length yields a volume of 0(n3 lg3 n), which is not the best possible 
bound. Using the method of Leighton and Rosenberg [6], 
optimal volume 0(n3 lg312 
we can obtain the asymptotically 
n) for the n x n x n tree of meshes. Their scheme involves solving 
three simultaneous recurrence relations on the dimensions on the layout, however. 
Our layout for the n x n x n tree of meshes presented in Section 2 also obtains the 
asymptotically optimal volume 0(n3 lg3j2 n), but without solving recurrences. Moreover, 
unlike the scheme of Leighton and Rosenberg, our layout strategy treats the three dimensions 
symmetrically. Our method is a “fold and squash” layout technique based on ideas of 
Bhatt and Leighton [l] and Thompson [9] for 2D layout. We show, in particular, that the 
truncated tree of meshes TiIi can be laid out with volume O(n313i2) and maximum wire 
length 0(n1’/2). In Section 3 we discuss the implications of this result for general 3D graph 
layout. 
2 The layout 
In this section we provide a construction showing that the truncated 3D tree of meshes 
Z$f!. can be laid out with volume 0(n3Pi2) and maximum wire length 0(n11/2). This 
construction is a “fold and squash” technique similar to that used by Bhatt and Leighton 
[l, pp. 325-61 to produce a layout for the 2D truncated tree of meshes T.fi. We begin with 
a description of such a layout for T,(f!, in order to lay the ground work for the analogous 3D 
construction. 
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Figure 2: The 4 x 4 tree of meshes Tz,4 laid out by the fold-and-squash method. Each node 
is labeled with its level in the underlying tree. The “cubies” are outlined with dashed lines. 
Mesh edges are shown with thick lines and are routed between cubies. Tree edges are shown 
with thin lines and are routed within cubies. 
The first step in the layout of T,(‘i is to create a “folded” 3D layout. Starting at the top 
of the underlying tree and working our way down, we bend each of the tree edges, so that 
the meshes at any given level are folded naturally into a layer directly above the meshes of 
the previous level. Another way to view this operation, which will be helpful later, is to 
think of a reflecting line perpendicular to each set of tree edges in Figure 1. At each level, 
the meshes are reflected across this line and displaced in the third dimension. We will refer 
to this third dimension as “level,” while the other two dimensions, which appear in the final 
layout, will be referred to as row and column. We will also refer to the row and column grid 
as the “underlying grid”. For every position in the underlying grid, the folded layout gives 
1 points stacked in levels on top of one another. 
The second step in the layout of T,(l), 
plane in the manner of Thompson [9, 
is to project (“squash”) the folded layout onto the 
bp. 36-371, so that the meshes appear as in Figure 2. 
Under this projection, each position of the underlying grid, is expanded into an 1 x 1 square, 
which we will refer to as a cubic, since this term will also be used in three dimensions. 
The 1 points stacked on a given position of the underlying grid are mapped into a cubic 
in such a way that no two points lie in the same row or column. This ensures that the 
mesh connections from the various levels of the tree do not conflict. By analogy to chess, 
we may view the mapping of the 1 points into the cubic as the procurement of a set of 1 
points which are rookwise independent. That is, no two rooks (which move in a straight line 
in one dimension) can take each other when they are placed in the positions of the cubic 
used to hold mesh points. In two dimensions, it is straightforward to obtain 1 rookwise 
independent positions in an 1 x 1 square, as is shown in Figure 2. Since we started with an 
n x n underlying grid and have expanded each dimension by a factor of 1, the area used so 
far is nl x nl. 
All that remains is to show that the tree connections which run between levels can be 
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Figure 3: Sixteen rookwise independent points in a 4 x 4 x 4 grid, shown in cross sections. 
routed without increasing the area by much. Leighton and Rosenberg show by case analysis 
that these connections can be added in the general context of squashing the complete 3D 
grid into two dimensions [6]. Most of the cases in the general proof actually are not needed 
when dealing with the particular graph T2(‘i, 
be as much as Leighton and Rosenberg uie. 
and, even in general, the expansion need not 
By essentially doubling the number of rows 
and columns, the tree edges can be routed as shown in Figure 2 by a method which easily 
generalizes to three dimensions. Auxiliary rows and columns are added between each pair 
of existing rows or columns and at the periphery of the grid. Each tree edge attaches to 
its two endpoints from the direction of the reflecting line which had crossed the edge; the 
remaining portion of the edge is embedded in the auxiliary row or column which is the first 
one lying in that direction from both points. Thus, the final layout for T,(‘!, is O(n1) x O(nZ). 
The key to extending the 2D layout result to 3D is to obtain an ap;>ropriate result on 
rookwise independence in three dimensions. We first make a precise definition of rookwise 
independence which maintains the notion of a rook move being a straight rectilinear line. 
Definition: A set of points in a grid (of arbitrary dimension) is roobwise inde- 
pendent if every two distinct points differ in at least two coordinates. 
Figure 3 illustrates a rookwise independent set of 16 points in a 4 x 4 x 4 grid by showing 
four cross sections of the grid. 
Now we are ready to present a simple, but important lemma on rookwise independence. 
Lemma 1 For any square integer 1, there exists a set of I rookwise independent 
points in a d x d x t/i grid. 
Proof. Let S be the set of 1 points with the following coordinates: 
Suppose that two points in S, 
(ix mod 4, il + jl mod 4, jl mod 4) and (ia mod &, in + j, mod 4, j, mod 4) , 
differ in only one coordinate. Whichever two coordinates are equal, the implication is that 
il C i2 mod fl and jl i j2 mod fl, i.e., the two points are identical. n 
With Lemma 1 in hand, we can proceed to the main result on the layout of the 3D 
truncated tree of meshes. 
Theorem 2 The 9D truncated tree of meshes Tif?l can be laid out in volume 
0(n31312) with maximum wire length 0(n11i2). 
Proof. We use essentially the same technique as for for T,(‘i but in a higher dimension. As 
before, we begin by folding up the levels of the tree. This toolding into the fourth dimension 
is hard to visualize, but we can think of it in terms of reflecting planes analogous to the 
reflecting lines in the 2D construction. The meshes at each level are reflected across a plane 
perpendicular to the appropriate tree edges and then displaced in the fourth dimension. 
We will again refer to this last dimension as level, while the other dimensions, referred to 
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as row, column, and elevation, constitute the underlying grid. As before, we have folded 1 
points onto each point of the underlying grid. 
The second step in the analogy is to squash the mesh points of the various levels into 
actual positions in three-space such that the meshes do not conflict. According to Lemma 1, 
it suffices to expand each position of the underlying grid into a fl x d x fl cubic. By 
mapping the 1 points stacked onto a given position of the underlying grid to rookwise 
independent positions in the cubic, we guarantee that the various meshes will not conflict. 
For the final step, we need to show that little increase in volume is required to perform 
the routing of tree edges within cubies. We use an approach analogous to that illustrated in 
Figure 2; we add auxiliary planes between the existing planes in each of the three dimensions 
and at the periphery of the grid. Each tree edge includes terminal segments which connect 
to its endpoints from the direction of the reflecting plane which had crossed the edge. The 
remaining portion of the edge is routed as a single-bend path in the auxiliary plane which 
is the nearest one in the relevant direction from the two endpoints. The terminal segments 
cannot conflict with one another due to the rookwise independent placement of points in the 
cubic, nor can they conflict with the single-bend paths since they do not lie in an auxiliary 
plane. Finally, we can prove by contradiction that there does not exist a conflicting pair 
of single-bend paths in an auxiliary plane. If there did, each of the corresponding edges 
would have an endpoint lying in the same plane adjacent and parallel to the auxiliary plane, 
and these points would have to have the same coordinate in one of the dimensions of the 
auxiliary plane. This would contradict the rookwise independence of the points in a cubic. 
Since we started with an n x n x n underlying grid and have expanded each dimension 
by O(d), the volume of the layout is 0(n313/2). Also each mesh edge has length O(nl’/T), 
while the tree edges within cubies have length at most a constant times the edge length of 
a cubic, which is again 0(nl’/2). Thus the maximum edge length is O(n11/2). n 
3 Implications of the layout 
The 0(n313i2) 1 vo ume layout of the 3D truncated tree of meshes T”)1 can be used to obtain 
simpler proofs of the upper bounds obtained by Leighton and Rosenberg [6, p. 8071 for 3D 
layout of bounded-degree graphs. Moreover, this proof technique brings 3D layout into the 
general framework proposed by Bhatt and Leighton [l]. 
We present the 3D layout results in terms of the “decomposition tree” formalism from 
[8], instead of the similar “bifurcator” formalism used by Leighton and Rosenberg. 
Definition: A [ws,wl , . . . , w,] decomposition tree T for a graph G = (V, E) 
is a binary tree of height P together with an injective mapping from V to the 
leaves of T such that if T’ is a subtree of T at depth i with vertices V’, then the 
cardinality of the set { (u, V) 1 u E V’, v E V - V' } is at most wi. 
Intuitively, a decomposition tree describes a recursive bisection of a graph. Each param- 
eter wi gives a bound on the number of edges that connect a subgraph at depth i in the 
decomposition tree to the rest of the graph. For convenience, we say that G has a (w, a) 
decomposition tree, where 1 < LY < 2, if G has a [w, w/o, w/02,. . . , O(l)] decomposition 
tree. 
The following theorem indicates how well a graph can be embedded in a 3D truncated 
tree of meshes. The theorem is the 3D analog to Bhatt and Leighton’s 2D result [l, Thm. 81. 
Theorem 3 There are constants c and k such that every N-node graph with a 
(w,2 213 ) decomposition tree can be embedded in the JD truncated tree of meshes 
@%$+)) with no edge being routed through more than k intermediate meshes. 
Combining Theorem 3 with Theorem 2, we immediately obtain the following version of 
Leighton and Rosenberg’s result [6, Thm. 3.51. 
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Theorem 4 Any N-vertex graph with a (w, 2’f3) decomposition tree can be laid 
out in volume O((w lg(N/w))3/2) with ma&mum wire length O((w 1g(N/w))1/2). 
There are two specific applications of Theorem 4 that deserve mention. The n x n x n mesh 
of trees graph [5] h as an (n2, 22/3) decompostion tree, and consequently has an 0(n3 lg312 n) 
volume layout. The fat-tree routing network from [8] with n processors and root capacity w, 
where n2f3 < w < n, has a (w, 22/3) decomposition tree, and consequently can be embedded 
in volume O~(~l~(n/w))~/~). Other fat-tree routing networks, such as the 3D analog of the 
one presented in [2, Sec. 71, can be similarly embedded. 
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